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Objective: Non-adherence to adjuvant hormone therapy prescribed orally in the treatment of breast cancer is complex as the literature 
has shown. Many women find it hard to adhere to the hormonal medicines they are prescribed and expected to take for at least 5 years 
following the initial management of their breast cancer. Arguably, communicating other women’s ‘trials, tribulations, and triumphs’ 
with medication-taking could help newly-diagnosed patients to better prepare for the journey ahead. Our objective was to visually 
represent women’s experiences with these medicines using data synthesized in the literature.
Methods: Three schematics were drawn for each phase of medication-taking, namely, starting out, adherence, and cessation. The 
schematics were validated by interviewing a panel of healthcare professionals (n=10) and calculating a Content Validity Index (CVI). 
The edited drawings were discussed with a separate panel of breast cancer survivors (n=14) whose responses were elicited 
qualitatively in one-to-one interviews.
Results: A total of 76 individual pictograms were drawn across the three schematics. The 13 pictograms that had an item-level CVI<0.8 
were modified according to feedback resulting in three final schematics with an overall CVI of 87%, 87% and 80%, respectively.
Conclusion: Synthesised summaries of women’s experiences with oral hormone therapy for breast cancer were visualised via three 
validated schematics. The schematics could aid patient-professional communication to help anticipate and tackle negative experiences 
and support decisions to take hormone medication in breast cancer.
Keywords: adherence, medication, breast cancer, hormone therapy, qualitative research, pictogram

Plain Language Summary
Women whose breast cancer responds to oestrogen are often given hormone medicines to take for five to ten years after their cancer is first 
treated. However, they often end up not taking their medicines as prescribed and we were able to show the detail of these experiences in 
a review paper previously published. Sharing these experiences with other women could help them plan for their own treatment. Therefore, 
our aim in this paper was to turn published findings into a set of diagrams that would make sense to women and that women would find 
helpful. We drew three diagrams to relate to the beginning of treatment, when women were taking their medicines and when they decided 
to stop. We showed these diagrams first to a group of 10 health professionals who helped us improve the drawings. We then met with 14 
women who had been treated for breast cancer and also collected their views. Our three diagrams had 76 individual drawings and although 
13 of the drawings needed improving, the final diagrams made sense to both the health professionals and the women we spoke to. Our 
study shows that it is possible to turn scientific findings into a format that women find helpful and we believe these diagrams can help 
women and health professionals to talk about, and plan for, the effects of hormone medicines.

Introduction
The communication behaviour of healthcare providers toward people diagnosed with cancer impacts on patient outcomes 
and has been investigated for several decades.1 This research includes the provision of informational and decision- 
making support to women diagnosed with breast cancer.2 One effective way to communicate information to patients in 
general and facilitate their understanding and decision-making is with the use of pictograms.3,4 Multiple studies have 
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examined the effectiveness of pictograms in healthcare communication, for example, to explain the use of medical 
devices, drug indications, dosing schedules, side effects and special instructions for the administration of medication, 
finding positive results.5,6 The use of pictograms allows people with different health literacy levels to better understand 
and later recall information. Combining the use of text and pictures has also been shown to affect health communication 
positively in multiple studies.7 One area in need of improvement is dialogue about medication use, specifically where the 
aim is to explore patients’ understanding about their medication8 This is important considering that the NICE guidelines 
on medicines optimisation recommend “a person-centred approach to safe and effective medicines use, to ensure people 
obtain the best possible outcomes from their medicines”,9 thus placing emphasis on the one-to-one interaction a health 
professional has with the patient to discuss their medicines.

As well as the health professional’s ability to convey complex ideas to the patient, arguably, one of the key factors in 
medication-related conversations is also the patient’s ability to convey their experiences so that they can receive the right 
support. In a previous study we used grounded theory synthesis methodology10 to appraise, summarize and synthesize 
data from existing qualitative studies to develop an in-depth explanatory model of women’s experiences of taking 
hormone therapy in breast cancer.11 Because tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors target and diminish oestrogen activity in 
the body, they create a range of side-effects related directly to their pharmacological mode of action. These include 
vasomotor symptoms (hot flushes, night sweats), menstrual abnormalities/irregularities, vaginal discharge, and vaginal 
dryness.12 Research has shown a direct relationship between experiencing these side effects and women’s non-adherence 
and/or non-persistence with their oral adjuvant therapy.13 Thus understandably, many women find it hard to adhere to 
hormonal medicines they are prescribed and expected to take for at least 5 years following the initial management of their 
breast cancer. Prevalence of adherence ranges from 41 to 72% and discontinuation (ie, non-persistence) from 31 to 73%, 
measured at the end of 5 years of treatment.13

Our core theory encapsulating women’s experiences of taking hormone therapy in breast cancer had three constituent 
categories.11 Our core theory, labelled “Hobson”s choice or a horned dilemma’, is that women’s decision to take hormonal 
medicines is, to them, not seen as a choice at all, or when there is a choice, it is between two equally bad options. To explain, 
at the start of their treatment journey women feel they are given one choice only, which is to start hormonal therapy; category 
1 “Guided by the doctors: accepting the long-term prescription” (Figure S1). Then as the treatment progresses and women 
experience numerous medication side-effects, they feel they must either tolerate these adverse effects or stop the treatment 
altogether and risk losing the protective benefit of their medication; category 2 “Balancing priorities: adhering to the long- 
term treatment” (Figure S2). Finally, some women feel empowered to stop their medication altogether prioritizing quality of 
life over longevity; category 3 “Taking a chance: stopping the treatment early” (Figure S3). These categories are detailed and 
were constructed within “paradigm models” which encompassed the specific context, causal conditions, actions/interactions, 
and consequences for women, as well as the mediating factors which influenced the different actions and interactions.11 

Leaving these findings submerged within a research paper is unjust when potentially sharing them could help improve 
patients’ experiences. This was especially since our findings had been developed using the views and experiences of 610 
women with a breast cancer diagnosis detailed in 24 individual studies, providing a more comprehensive understanding of 
the phenomenon of medication-taking for this condition than any other study published before.

The aim of the current paper was to visually represent these findings so that they would be accessible to patients and 
health professionals and facilitate communication at the different stages of treatment. Our rationale was that commu-
nicating other women’s “trials, tribulations, and triumphs” with medication-taking via a suitable means could help newly- 
diagnosed patients to better prepare for the journey ahead. We envisaged visual representations could also help women to 
communicate their own experiences to health professionals once treatment had commenced.

Materials and Methods
Schematic Development
Each category described in our literature review was accompanied by a corresponding paradigm model which portrayed 
experiences at one of three stages of treatment with adjuvant hormone therapy prescribed following the initial 
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management of breast cancer, ie the beginning, treatment continuation phase, and early cessation. These models are 
presented in the Figures S1–S3, respectively.

Each model was developed into a corresponding schematic with reference to published guidelines on the development 
of visual material.4,14,15 To do so, each schematic was divided into individual pictograms that were hand drawn by the 
first author (OA) and modified in collaboration with a graphic designer through numerous drafts and iterations. The 
schematics and pictograms were designed to visually represent all information within the paradigm models while being 
as simple and easy to understand as possible.

Content Validation
The content validity index (CVI) was used to determine the validity of the schematics and individual pictograms against 
the original models and their content. The CVI can measure the extent of agreement between experts about each item 
(pictogram) and this helps make improvement at the level of each pictogram as needed.16 The CVI has been used 
previously by the authors’ research team in a number settings.17–19 A panel of 10 healthcare professionals (purposively 
sampled) were recruited for the content validation exercise, based on criteria developed by Lynn20 for such a panel to 
consist of a minimum of three and a maximum of ten people. The panel was recruited via an email and information sheet 
sent to UK and internationally registered pharmacists working in the university – recruitment stopped once 10 had agreed 
to take part.

A questionnaire was designed such that each row illustrated an individual pictogram, a description of the correspond-
ing concept from the paradigm model and a rating scale to measure the panel member’s assessment of that pictogram. For 
each pictogram-description pair the panel member was asked if the pictogram in the second column represented the 
description in the first column, with option to (1) “strongly agree”, (2) “agree”, (3) “disagree” or (4) “strongly disagree”; 
see the example below Table 1. This four-point scale was used in line with the literature.20–22

The item-level CVI (I-CVI) for each pictogram was determined by calculating the proportion of panel members who 
gave a rating of 1 or 2 (strongly agree or agree) to the corresponding assessment question. An I-CVI of ≥0.8 (8 ratings of 
1 or 2 from 10 raters) was judged as the minimum acceptable value for responses for each pictogram. This minimum 
acceptable value was based on Lynn’s criteria20 and our previous publications17–19 and any pictogram not receiving the 
minimum acceptable value was subjected to redesign and re-evaluation. This involved the first author in holding 
additional meetings with the panel members to discuss the suggested changes before making modifications and gaining 
agreement on the next design. Finally, a “schematic level” CVI was calculated for each of the three models by averaging 
the I-CVIs of the associated pictograms, and an overall CVI by averaging the schematic level CVIs. This method is 
referred to in the literature as the “averaging calculation method” and usually would also be expected to return a CVI 
≥0.8 with ten raters.16

Consultation with Breast Cancer Survivors
The final stage of the validation process involved asking a set of questions within qualitative one-to-one interviews held 
with a panel of breast cancer survivors (n=14) as part of a separate qualitative study. The interviews were semi-structured 
and the validation involved a discussion about the three models to check their clarity, simplicity and accuracy in 

Table 1 Example from the Content Validity Questionnaire

Description Assessment

Transitioning into a new stage of breast cancer 

treatment

1 Strongly agree

2 Agree

3 Disagree

4 Strongly 

disagree
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depicting the concept each was intended to represent. The following questions were used as the basis of the discussion 
about each individual pictogram and the overall schematic: “Do you find yourself in the pictograms?”, “Would you like 
to add anything to it?” and “Do you think these pictograms are useful? How? And to whom?”

The breast cancer survivors were recruited via an invitation email and information sheet sent to staff working within 
the university and to coordinators of breast cancer support groups whose contact details were freely available on the 
internet via Macmillan cancer support. The women recruited (9 via the University and 5 externally) had all been 
diagnosed with breast cancer in the past and received a prescription for oral hormonal medication for the long-term 
management of their condition, namely tamoxifen and/or an aromatase inhibitor (anastrozole, exemestane, letrozole).

Results
There were 76 individual pictograms across the three schematics. Of these, 13 had an I-CVI <0.8 and so were deemed in 
need of modification (see Figure S4). The feedback for improving these individual pictograms is also shown in Figure S4. 
Once changes were implemented, the average CVI for each of the three schematics were 87%, 87% and 80%, respectively, 
and the overall average for the set of schematics was 85.1%.

The qualitative comments made by the breast cancer survivors in relation to the quality and representativeness of the 
pictograms are shown in Table S1. In summary, the participants could identify with most if not all the experiences 
depicted in the pictograms and the schematics. For example:

Yeah, but yes I can identify with many of those things. Not all but yeah, to some degree most of them, yeah. Interview 1 

I think I recognize myself in quite a lot of that as well. Interview 12 

They did not identify deficiencies to address. Most importantly, they expressed positive views about the usefulness of the 
schematics in terms of validating and normalising their experiences and giving them information about potential 
problems and solutions ahead of time. For example:

And you go, yeah, yeah, it is, in fact it’s normal because that’s what I felt. So it then validates the fact that I was feeling it must 
be OK because someone else has felt it so I wasn’t going mad, if you know what I mean. Interview 11 

Yeah, no worries. I mean, I’m hoping your thesis or dissertation or whatever it calls, whatever comes of all of your studying will 
actually make it. I certainly think if I’d have had some of these pictures to look at before, you know, sort of, five or six years 
ago, it would have helped me, not, I mean, I don’t suppose for a minute it would stop me thinking I was going mad but it would 
help thinking, well, hang on a minute, that is normal. Interview 11 

Some also felt the schematics would be useful for their GP or breast cancer nurse to improve their education and 
communication. For example:

I think that’s really great for the GP, yeah. Thank you. Or for anybody that’s involved in prescribing or giving out information. 
Interview 13 

It would help me if I was say a breast care nurse or something like that I would find this very, very helpful to go through. 
Interview 14 

The final set of schematics arising from this research are shown Figures 1–3.

Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
This study employed a sequential approach whereby an existing grounded-theory synthesis of the literature informed the 
development of a set of picture-based schematics, the content of which was validated with a panel of health profes-
sionals, and then checked with an additional group of patients. These schematics visually convey the findings of our 
published meta-synthesis11 to enable both health professionals and women to benefit from existing research during 
medication-related discussions. We imagine these materials will be useful during discussions between health 
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professionals and women at the start of adjuvant hormone treatment, during the continuation phase and when disconti-
nuation is being considered. To make the pictograms more understandable, each was designed with a picture and 
associated text in line with Mayer’s15 cognitive theory of multimedia learning, which recommends the combined use of 
different media to increase understanding. Involvement of a graphic designer in the development of the pictograms7 

enhanced the drawings and helped capture the emotion and facial expressions appropriate to each picture. The inclusion 
of health professionals at the first check was also in line with published recommendations4,7,14,15 and proved helpful in 
challenging our assumptions during the design process. The next step of sharing the pictograms with breast cancer 
survivors allowed us to receive responses on the usefulness of these first-hand and with the end users’ involvement.23

The 2018 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines on the diagnosis and management of 
early and locally advanced breast cancer24 recommend the use of the PREDICT tool25 to estimate the prognosis and the 
absolute benefits of adjuvant hormonal therapy for women with invasive breast cancer, and making decisions based on 
multidisciplinary team assessments and in discussion with the person being treated. It is within this first discussion that 
we believe the schematics developed in this study could first be used. The NICE guidelines also recommend offering 
extended hormone therapy beyond an initial five years with tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor, depending on the 
circumstances, to include a discussion of the benefits and risks of doing so. Again, we believe the schematics developed 
could be used at this point to supplement those conversations. Specifically, we believe the schematics can support women 
to convey their experiences and any worries while discussing their preference in relation to continuing their medication. 
However, it is important to acknowledge a risk that, viewed on their own, the schematics also have the potential to impact 
negatively on adherence, their use within structured conversations is therefore emphasised.

In our study, patient experts were recruited to qualitative interviews to authenticate the pictograms and to give their 
recommendations. Their responses were positive with all the participants able to associate with the pictograms, stating 
these captured their own story and were easy to comprehend. It is possible however that the positive responses arose 

Figure 1 Schematic 1 developed for the first paradigm model “Guided by the doctors: accepting the long-term prescription”.
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from a desire to please the interviewer, reducing the trustworthiness of the feedback. When asked about the potential 
benefits of the pictograms, multiple participants reported they were relieved that the pictograms normalized their own 
experience and allowed them to feel they were not alone in their journey. This finding is in line with other research which 
also acknowledges the role of visual storytelling by female breast cancer patients and survivors to narrate and normalise 
their healthcare experiences.26 Our participants also believed the pictograms developed in our study could be used to 
educate health professionals seen outside of the annual follow-up meetings with the specialists,27 for example for GPs 
and others to learn about women’s experiences with hormone therapy. This would make the schematics appropriate for 
newer models of care such as shared follow-up care for early breast cancer being explored elsewhere.28

One of the strengths of this study derives from its sequential approach, which allowed the designs to be validated by 
healthcare professionals. Also, by involving breast cancer survivors, the pictograms were validated by actual experts who 
had lived or were living the experiences the pictograms were trying to portray. However, it is worth mentioning that this 
study also has some limitations. The schematics were not examined in a clinical setting to assess their utility in practice 
thus their use should be limited to discussions within consultations, rather than as information leaflets to use at home. 
Also, they were developed using categories derived from the results of a meta-synthesis that used quotations from 
previously published articles rather than primary data. Future research could evaluate the utility of these schematics, 
hitherto missing from the literature, within a clinical setting to assess the practicalities and benefits of using them within 
actual consultations. This could include, for example the impact of using the schematics on the decision-making 
processes and ultimately women’s choices to start, continue or stop their adjuvant hormone therapy.

Conclusion
A visual approach was used to develop and validate a set of picture-based schematics from the findings of our systematic 
review of women’s experiences with adjuvant hormone therapy in breast cancer. The breast cancer survivors endorsed the 

Figure 2 Schematic 2 developed for the first paradigm model “Balancing priorities: adhering to the long-term treatment”.
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schematics as valid and relevant to their experiences and recommended their use both to support other women in the 
future and to enable health practitioners to develop a deeper understanding of women’s experiences. Further research is 
needed to examine the usefulness and impact of the schematics within clinical practice.

Practice Implications
Improving understanding of medication-taking experiences during treatment with adjuvant hormone therapy in breast 
cancer should be a priority for health practitioners and other researchers. Arguably, using the schematics as they are, or 
incorporated within a wider intervention, has the potential to improve communication about treatment and assist patients 
in choosing the right medication pathway for them, thus improve their clinical and quality of life outcomes.
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Figure 3 Schematic 3 developed for the first paradigm model “Taking a chance: stopping the treatment early”.
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